Co-option of a motor-to-sensory histaminergic circuit correlates with insect flight biomechanics
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Nervous systems must adapt to shifts in behavioural ecology. One form of adaptation is neural exaptation, in which neural circuits are co-opted to perform additional novel functions. Here, we describe the co-option of a motor-to-sensory histaminergic circuit into an olfactory network. Many moths beat their wings during odour-tracking, whether walking or flying, causing strong oscillations of airflow around the antennae, altering odour plume structure. This self-induced sensory stimulation could impose selective pressures that influence neural circuit evolution, specifically fostering the emergence of corollary discharge circuits. In Manduca sexta, a pair of mesothoracic to deutocerebral histaminergic neurons (MDHns), project from the mesothoracic neuromere to both antennal lobes (ALs), the first olfactory neuropil. Consistent with a hypothetical role in providing the olfactory system with a corollary discharge, we demonstrate that the MDHns innervate the ALs of advanced and basal moths, but not butterflies, which differ in wing beat and flight pattern. The MDHns probably arose in crustaceans and in many arthropods innervate mechanosensory areas, but not the olfactory system. The MDHns, therefore, represent an example of architectural exaptation, in which neurons that provide motor output information to mechanosensory regions have been co-opted to provide information to the olfactory system in moths.

1. Introduction

Exaptation is a core feature in the development of new phenotypic traits, allowing pre-existing traits to be co-opted to take on new or additional roles. There are numerous examples of exaptations involving the co-option of genes [1], body appendages [2] and behaviours [3]. For instance, the co-option of the teleost gas bladder into lungs, and lobe fins into limbs supported the conquest of land by tetrapods [4]. Feathers are another commonly cited example of exaptation; originally thought to support thermoregulation, they were exapted to produce thrust during flight [5]. While there are several examples of exaptation in the nervous system in general [6], the cellular and neural circuit basis for nervous system exaptation is poorly understood. For example, primitive insect wings originated from tracheal gills present on all body segments [7], yet the specific changes that occurred within motor networks to allow flight motor control in present-day insects remain to be identified. However, as traits such as appendages are co-opted to take on additional functions the neural networks associated with these structures are probably also co-opted for use in this new function.

Often, adaptations in nervous system function manifest as changes in biophysical and synaptic properties, which have been extensively described in networks that produce rhythmic output such as central pattern generators [8,9]. In addition to changes in biophysical and synaptic physiology, exaptations can also involve changes in neural architecture, such that neurons can be co-opted to innervate neural networks to which they did not project in the ancestral...
state. Architectural changes have the potential to modify existing brain regions to perform new functions [6]. In theory, the exaptation of circuitry could provide an existing network with additional information to enhance processing. Although there is evidence for neural exaptation within the context of entire brain regions [10], very little is known about the potential for neural exaptation at the level of individual neurons. In this study, we used comparative neuroanatomy to describe an example of architectural neural exaptation at the level of a pair of identified neurons, the mesothoracic to deutocerebral histaminergic neurons (MDHns). We demonstrate that the MDHns form a motor-to-mechanosensory circuit throughout the arthropods and were potentially co-opted to serve additional olfactory function in moths. This trait was subsequently lost in butterflies in correlation with changes in flight biomechanics and sensory dominance from olfaction to vision for locating food sources. This suggests that co-option of neural circuits at the level of individual neurons can result as a by-product of behaviour-specific natural selection. Furthermore, the conservation of the MDHn morphology across the arthropods suggests that interganglionic communication between limb motor control and mechanosensory centres in the brain is a fundamental feature of sensory processing.

2. Material and methods

(a) Animals

*Manduca sexta* were raised and maintained on a standard artificial diet [11]. *Bombyx mori* were purchased from Mulberry farms (Fallbrook, CA, USA), and raised on standard artificial diet. *Idia aemula*, *Papilio appalachianensis* and *Limenitis archippus* were collected from Morgantown, WV. *Pieris rapae* and *Theatops californiensis* were purchased from Carolina Biological Supply Co. (Burlington, NC). *Grapholitha molesta* were provided by Dr Mark Willis (Case Western Reserve University). *Galleria mellonella*, *Gyna liridae* and *Tenebrio noctilius* were provided by Dr. George Keeney (The Ohio State University). Caddisflies were provided by Kathy Kyle Stout (Wildscape Inc.). *Drosophila melanogaster* were raised at West Virginia University (WVU). *Amblyopia americanum* were provided by Dr Timothy Driscoll (WVU). At least six individuals were used for each species.

(b) Immunocytochemistry

Histamine (HA) labelling was performed as previously described [12]. Post-dissection, tissue was fixed in 4% solution of *paraformaldehyde* (Sigma-Aldrich, 03449) in 0.01 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 6.9; Sigma-Aldrich, P-3368) at 4°C between 2 and 6 h depending on tissue volume (e.g. 2 h for *D. melanogaster*, 6 h for *M. sexta*). Tissue was then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, 95710) in PBS overnight. Post-fixation, brains were washed in PBS. For sectioned tissue, brains were embedded in 5% agarose (Sigma-Aldrich, SLBJ3744 V) and sectioned between 100 and 150 μm using a Leica VT 1000S vibratome. The tissue was washed in PBS with 0.5% TritonX-100 (PBST; Sigma-Aldrich, 1100000 V) and blocked in 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA; Jackson Laboratory, 001-000-162) for 1 h. Brains were then incubated in 1:50 mouse anti-bruchipilot (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, nc82) with 2% BSA in PBST at 4°C for 5 days before adding 1:500 rabbit anti-histamine, and incubating for another two days. The histamine antibody was raised against histamine conjugated to succinylated keyhole limpet haemocyanin via carbodiimide and this antibody shows no cross-reactivity to keyhole limpet haemocyanin alone [12]. Preadsorption with histamine also eliminates labelling [13]. Finally, in *D. melanogaster*, histidine decarboxylase mutants lack histamine immunolabelling using this antibody [14]. Following primary antibody application, tissue was washed in PBST, then blocked (as above), and incubated in 1:1000 Alexa 488, or 546 (Alexa Flour; Thermo Fisher Scientific A-11088, A-11030). Tissue was washed in PBST and PBS. For sectioned brains, tissue was run through an ascending glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich, BCBN3647 V) series (40%, 60% and 80%) and mounted in Vectashield® (Vector Laboratories, ZA1222). For whole mounts, tissue was run through an ascending ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, SHBF6704 V) series (30%, 50%, 70%, 95% and 100%) for 10 min; tissue was placed in a 1:1 solution of ethanol and male salicylate for 15 min, then 100% methyl salicylate for 15 min, then mounted in Permount® (Fisher Scientific, SP15-500).

(c) Optical imaging acquisition and analysis

Fluorescent tissue was viewed with a laser scanning confocal microscope (Olympus FV1000) equipped with red/green HeNe and argon lasers. Images were acquired using either a 20× or 40× magnification optical objective. Distance between confocal planes was optimized for the objective (1.79 μm for 20× and 0.54 μm for 40×) using FVSOFT software (FV10-ASW v. 04.00.02.09). Pixel resolution was adjusted to compensate for the size of each specimen between 1024 × 1024 and 2048 × 2048 pixels. Images were only modified for contrast enhancement. All optical stacks were rendered with a maximum intensity projection across either the whole-mount or sectioned tissue. Figures were organized in COREL.DRAW (v. X4).

3. Results

In *M. sexta*, the pterothoracic ganglion is a fused structure that includes the prothoracic, mesothoracic, metathoracic and first two abdominal neuromeres. The MDHns branch extensively within the mesothoracic neuromere (MsN) and project ascending axons to innervate the suboesophageal zone (SEZ), antennal mechanosensory and motor centre (AMMC) and antennal lobe (AL) [13,15] (figure 1a). Excluding the optic lobes, there are 11 pairs of histaminergic neurons in the brain of *M. sexta* [15], however ablation experiments have demonstrated that the MDHns are the sole source of histamine in the AL [13]. Insects possess only two histamine receptors, both of which are histamine-gated chloride channels [16,17]. In the AL of *M. sexta*, the HisCLB receptor is expressed by a subset of GABAergic interneurons that innervate every glomerulus [13], and although histamine immunoreactivity (HA-ir) itself is constrained to several ventral glomeruli, this is likely that the MDHns provide fast inhibitory input to a subset of neurons that themselves exert network-wide inhibition. However, while histaminergic neurons in the MsN of crickets [18], locusts [19] and *Drosophila* [14] project ascending axons into the AMMC (which also receives input from antennal mechanosensory neurons), they do not innervate the AL. This suggests that while the MDHns may be present in many insect taxa, they do not necessarily innervate the olfactory system, which may reflect differences in the impact of species-specific flight mechanics on odour plumes [20,21]. The olfactory system of *M. sexta* is able to track odours pulsed at the wing-beat frequency [22,23], so we, therefore, hypothesized that MDHn innervation of the AL arose because of selective pressures associated with a need to process odours carried by flight-induced air flow oscillations during plume tracking. We used a comparative approach to determine when over evolutionary time the MDHns began to innervate the AL and if this trait was lost with the evolution of different flight biomechanics within the Lepidoptera.
To determine whether MDHn AL innervation was specific to (a) Mesothoracic to deutocerebral histaminergic neuron innervation of the antennal lobe is specific to caddisflies and moths.

Figure 1. MDHns in macrolepidopteran moths innervate the ALs. (a) Schematic of MDHns (green) in M. sexta. Each MDHn innervates the SEZ and AMMC before projecting to both ALs. (b) Whole-mount M. sexta pterothoracic ganglion immunolabelled for HA. MDHns are the most anterior pair of histaminergic neurons (arrow heads). Depth: 166.6 μm. (c) Frontal section of M. sexta AL immunolabelled for HA (green). Bruchpilot immunolabelling delineates neuropil (magenta). Depth: 52.36 μm. (d) Sagittal section of B. mori MsN immunolabelled for HA. Depth: 133 μm. (e) Sagittal section of B. mori AL immunolabelled for HA (green). Bruchpilot immunolabelling delineates neuropil (magenta). Depth: 58.8 μm. (f) Whole-mount sagittal view of I. aemula pterothoracic ganglion. Depth: 164.64 μm. (g) Sagittal section of I. aemula AL immunolabelled for HA (green). Bruchpilot immunolabelling delineates neuropil (magenta). Bruchpilot (magenta) is used to delineate neuropil. HA-ir (green). Depth: 124 μm. Scale bars, 100 μm. Arrows, cell bodies; arrow heads, ascending axons; hatched white lines in (e) and (g) delineates the boundary of the AL.

neurons that project from the MsN to the olfactory system are conserved within macrolepidopteran moths.

Butterflies also belong to the Macrolepidoptera, but primarily use vision to locate mates and food [27]. The flight patterns of butterflies are also much more heterogeneous than moths owing to non-periodic wing flapping, gliding and turn unpredictability [28]. These characteristics lower predation risk [28], but would theoretically reduce plume tracking ability. Butterflies are relatively closely related to the Bombycoidea and thus make great candidates for studying the emergence of MDHn innervation of the AL. Owing to these differences between butterfly and moth flight behaviour, we hypothesized that diurnal, and visually guided butterflies would have no AL MDHn innervation. We examined the ALs and MsNs of representative species from three of the five total families of butterflies (Nymphalidae, Papilionidae and Pieridae). In P. rapae (Pieridae), ventrally located MDHns in the MsN project ascending axons along the ventral nerve cord to the brain (figure 2f). However, in P. rapae and L. archippus (Nymphalidae) there were no HA-ir processes detected in the ALs (figure 2c,d, respectively). Finally, the MDHns of P. appalachiensis (Papilionidae) also branch radially throughout the MsN and project to the brain via the ventral nerve cord, but again HA-ir processes were absent within the AL (figure 2e,f). These results together suggest that MDHn innervation of the AL was either lost in butterflies or arose in the macrolepidopteran moths.

The Microlepidoptera are the most basal lepidopterans and are, therefore, ideally situated to determine whether AL HA innervation by the MDHns had been lost in
butterflies, or arose in the macrolepidopteran moths. To this end, we examined the MDHns of two microlepidopterans, *G. molesta* (Tortricidae) and *G. mellonella* (Pyralidae), both of which walk and fan their wings during their final approach to an odour source [29,30]. Similar to the macrolepidopteran moths, the MDHn axons of *G. molesta* ascend from the MsN (figure 3a) via the ventral nerve cord to innervate the ALs (figure 3b). This was also the case for *G. mellonella* (Pyralidae) (figure 3c,d). We next examined the MDHns of one species of caddisfly (Limnephilidae) as Trichoptera is the sister taxon to the Lepidoptera. Although the wing kinematics of caddisflies has not been studied, caddisflies rely on sex pheromones as long distance communication cues [31], suggesting that they may be under similar behavioural and ecological constraints as moths. Similar to moths, the MDHns of caddisflies have ventrally located cell bodies that project ascending fibres to the brain (figure 3e) that innervate the ALs (figure 3f).

These results suggest that MDHn innervation of the ALs was present in a common ancestor of the Lepidoptera and caddisflies, but subsequently lost in the butterflies. (b) Mesothoracic to deutocerebral histaminergic neuron innervations are present throughout Arthropods The olfactory systems of many arthropods species, including insects, are innervated by HA-ir processes from sources other than MDHns [12,32–37], while the olfactory systems of other species lack HA-ir altogether [12,14,38,39]. To determine when the characteristic morphology of the MDHns arose, we...
examined the MsN of several insect species and the second leg neuromeres of several more arthropod species (the equivalent neuromere to the mesothoracic neuromere in insects). Drosophila melanogaster (Drosophilidae) possess MDHns with the characteristic radial planar projections within the MsN and ascending axonal projections (figure 4a). However, while these ascending projections innervate the SEZ and AMMC, they do not enter the ALs (figure 4b). In T. molitor (Coleoptera), Oncopeltus fasciatus (Hemiptera) and G. lurida (Blattodea), ventrally located cell bodies with ascending HA fibres were also observed in the MsN (figure 4c,d,e), as is also the case for the maxillulary cephalic neuromere of the copepod Calanus finmarchicus (Crustacea; [34]) and in the thoracic ganglia of the lobster Homarus americanus (Crustacea; [40]). In the centipede T. californiensis, at least two pairs of histaminergic neurons were located in the ganglion corresponding to the segment bearing the second pair of legs (figure 4f). One pair of midline cells possessed ventral cell bodies and ascending axons. The extent of branching of these cells within the ganglion was minimal, but the axons were located dorsally, consistent with all other species observed. Finally, in the tick A. americanum (Chelicerata; Ixodidae), dorsally and laterally located cell bodies were observed, and there were no ascending projections (figure 4g), rather these cells projected diffusely in most neuromeres of the synganglion. In particular, we observed dense histaminergic innervation of the pedal, and cheliceral neuromeres, areas that process leg and mouthpart sensory-motor information [41]. This distribution of histaminergic neurons was similar to that observed in the synganglia of spiders [42]. It is unclear, however, whether these neurons are homologues of the MDHns as their cell bodies are dorsally located and reside along the lateral margin of the synganglion. Thus, MDHns appear to be widely distributed within the arthropods, and while homologous neurons are not apparent in ticks, histaminergic neurons that interconnect limb control and somatosensory regions appear to be a common feature of the arthropod nervous system.

4. Discussion

Using a comparative approach to study specific neural circuits provides insight into how circuits are co-opted to perform new functions within a relatively short evolutionary time. Here, we hypothesized that the presence of a circuit interconnecting the flight motor and olfactory systems would correlate with flight mechanics that impact the sensory field. In this study, we found that a morphologically distinct neuron that ascends from the MsN to innervate the AL arose after the last common ancestor of the Diptera and Lepidoptera (figure 5).
This circuit was conserved across much of the Lepidoptera, however this trait was lost in diurnal butterflies which differ dramatically from nocturnal moths in their behavioural ecology (figure 5). Thus, the MDHns are the sole source of histamine to the olfactory system in moths and the loss of their presence in the ALs resulted in a complete lack of histamine at this olfactory processing stage in butterflies. Furthermore, paired, histaminergic neurons that ascend from motor centres in the ventral nerve cord to the brain appear to be conserved within the insects and crustaceans. However, in ticks (figure 4) and spiders [42] the palpal/pedipalpal neuropil receive dense innervation from HA-ir neurons with dorsolaterally located somata, suggesting that the MDHns (which have ventromedial somata) probably arose after the Chelicerates. Regardless of origin, all arthropods appear to possess histaminergic neurons that interconnect ganglia representing different body segments.

Why would the olfactory systems of specific groups of insects receive input from flight motor centres, but not others? One potential explanation is that differences in MDHn structure arose in response to the effects of wing beating on odour plume structure. In *M. sexta*, wing beating in tethered flight creates strong oscillatory flow of air over the antennae that is tightly coupled to the wing-beat frequency [21]. Moths use odour plumes to locate mates, food and oviposition sites. Furthermore, wing-beating biomechanics in *B. mori* while walking [24] and *M. sexta* while hovering during odour-guided flight [25] are similar with respect to stable frequency and wing kinematics, suggesting that wing movement has similar impacts on odour plume structure and odour–antenna interactions. These wing beat-induced oscillations in airflow, therefore, create a periodic temporal structure that appears to be ecologically important. Butterflies, however, have strikingly different flight mechanics from moths. While moths have a consistent wing-beat frequency and stroke during odour-guided flight [25,43,44], butterflies have a more stochastic wing beat, and flight path [28]. Indeed, many butterflies incorporate protein behaviour into their flight patterns which ultimately creates a flight pattern with wing-beat frequencies that are not as stable as in moths, which may be a means to avoid predation [28]. While the distribution of turning angles in moths is either bimodal or normal [45], the distribution in butterflies is uniform across all angles [46] and butterflies have been shown to prioritize flower colour over scent [47]. Furthermore, although male and female butterflies produce pheromones, they are used as short-range cues (1–2 m) to determine mate quality after a potential mate has been located visually [27,48], whereas male moths locate female moths via pheromones over distances of several tens of meters [49]. Although the path of the wing tip during each wing stroke is similar between *D. melanogaster* and moths [50], the wing-beat frequency of *D. melanogaster* is approximately 190–230 Hz [51], much higher than the approximately 27–28 Hz wing-beat frequency of *M. sexta* [21] and much higher than the upper limit of what antennal responses in *D. melanogaster* can track [52]. Furthermore, antennal responses across several insect species can track rapid odour concentration fluctuations [22,53,54], in some cases exceeding 100 Hz [52]. Local field potentials within the AL have also been shown to respond to fluctuations at least up to approximately 70 Hz [22], well within the range of Lepidopteran wing-beat frequencies. In addition, neural population responses from the AL of *M. sexta* track and represent olfactory stimuli optimally when odours are presented at the wing-beat frequency [23]. This finding also corresponds to enhanced olfactory acuity as measured behaviourally [55], supporting the conclusion that their olfactory system has adapted to encode information that is embedded within a temporal structure induced by their own active sampling behaviour. The disturbances caused by the very high frequency wing beating in *D. melanogaster* on the other hand, are unlikely to be tracked by the AL, although there is clear evidence that the mechanocoustic signature of the wing beat is detected by the arista and processed in the AMMC [56,57]. On the other hand, the lower frequency and relatively large amplitude disturbances in flow induced by wing beating in *M. sexta*, alter the structure of odour plumes in a manner that affects odour evoked activity in the AL [22,23]. There are potentially two ways in which the MDHns could communicate information about motor output to the AL of *M. sexta*. It is possible that MDHn activity is controlled by the overall level of motor activity in the MsN, which would suggest that the MDHns simply inform the olfactory system that the moth is moving. The other possibility is that the MDHns provide a precise efference copy to the olfactory system, thus informing this sensory network of the timing of motor output that will disrupt the structure of the olfactory stimulus. Future experiments that determine the context for MDHn activation will shed insight on the role of the MDHns in olfactory coding.

Typically, across more moderate periods of evolutionary time, neural circuits change by dedicating more space and resources to processing stimuli that are most important for an ecological niche. For instance, a third of the male *M. sexta* AL is devoted to processing female sex pheromone [58], the size of the mushroom body calyces is tightly correlated with ant and bee worker caste [59] and cortical expansion in star-nosed moles, hedgehogs and moles reflect species-specific changes in ecological niches and sensory appendages [60]. While many examples exist of the expansion and reduction of brain areas over time, very few examples exist of the invasion of new brain regions by identified neurons that are conserved across a broad range of species. Rather than an expansion within the context of a pre-existing function, the innervation of the ALs by the MDHns represents an example of co-option of a circuit into an additional network. The appearance and subsequent loss of MDHn innervation of the ALs within the Lepidoptera suggests that individual neurons can be co-opted into existing neural networks in a relatively short period of evolutionary time.

We observed ascending histaminergic neurons that innervated mechanosensory regions for head appendages in the brains of arthropods that span approximately 250 Myr of evolution. In *D. melanogaster*, as well as all moths and butterflies, MDHns innervate the AMMC, and even in ticks, which may lack MDHn homologues, there was dense histaminergic innervation of the dorsal anterior portion of the synganglion which receives sensory input from the mouthparts [41]. The conservation of this trait suggests that information about limb motor output is a critical component of mechanosensory network activity. The presence of interganglionic histaminergic neurons in the AMMC could also reflect the co-option of head appendages themselves from a locomotory function, to mechanosensory, and then olfactory function [61,62]. Our data suggest that behavioural and morphological specializations in moths resulted in the co-option of this circuit that provides input to a mechanosensory network in
the ancestral state to also provide additional input to the olfactory system.
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